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Crete Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Discover Crete with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is'
Rough Guide, packed with exhaustive practical information and our experts' honest independent

recommendations. Whether you plan to trek down the Samariá Gorge, while away the hours on Crete's idyllic
beaches or explore its many off-shore islands, The Rough Guide to Crete will show you the perfect places to
explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. -Detailed regional coverage: provides in-depth practical
information for every step of every kind of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out
breaks in popular tourist areas. Regions covered include: Iráklio, Lasíthi, Réthymno and Haniá. -Honest
independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, and
recommendations you can truly trust, our writers will help you get the most from your trip to Crete. -

Meticulous mapping: always full colour, with clear numbered, colour-coded keys. Navigate the entire island,
from east to west, without needing to get online. -Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness of

inspirational colour photography, including the imposing White Mountains, the verdant Amari Valley and the
picturesque southern coastline.
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for every step of every kind of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-
track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas.
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